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BLP Digital is based on a simple business idea: a
generic AI that fully automates document-based ERP
processes (supplier invoices, delivery bills, order confirmations, customer orders, etc.) from day one, without having known the documents beforehand. In a
recent article in BILANZ, the founding team describes
their vision so that they want to provide ERP-agnostic
the best process automation solution from SMB to Enterprise to maintain the competitiveness of the local
economy. This vision has partly been realized, so that
BLP Digital has developed by far the most technologically capable software in the market, which includes
great industry and process expertise. The focus on
data quality and automation makes it fundamental to
have seamless access to the data which are relevant
for the ERP-processes. A software that allows access
to data for everyone through an automated process is
essential. Just as important, however, is how this data
is fetched from the upstream systems and can flow
into BLP Digital.
This is when actesy and BLP Digital’s partnership
starts to be interesting: the data integration process
needs to be seamless, quick, and easy for everyone
and with everything. According to Andreas Imthurn:
“The partnership with BLP Digital underlines the
universal applicability of the actesy integration
solution and enables BLP Digital to integrate all relevant data regardless of the underlying technology
or data source.” This partnership opens the door for
the ERP-agnostic process automation solution, which
BLP’s founder team is envisioning while guaranteeing
highest quality and trustworthiness.

Tim Beck, BLP Digital’s CEO and co-founder also sees
the partnership as a great opportunity:
“By partnering with actesy we really want companies to lower any barrier to a successful implementation of their relevant systems for the process automation: it all starts with data - from the ingestion to
a smarter way to clean them to ensure accurate and
robust data quality”
With the goal of digital transformation, existing processes must be optimized and, if necessary, redefined.
Only then can further steps such as process automation realize their full potential. In all cases, the partnership between actesy and BLP Digital offers all interested parties and customers the certainty that they can
use a sustainable and technologically most advanced
solution.
At Glance:
BLP Digital was founded 2019 as an ETH and HSG
spin-off by Tim Beck, Sven Beck, Sabrina Schenardi
and Thore Harmuth who are determined to develop
erp-agnostic the best process automation solution on
the market. BLP Digital operates in the process automation industry. The software is a generic AI that fully
automates document-based ERP processes (supplier
invoices, delivery bills, order confirmations, customer
orders, etc.) from day one, without having known the
documents beforehand.
actesy AG was founded 2017 as a HSG spin-off by
Peter Imthurn, Sandro Secci and Andreas Imthurn
who are determined to democratize data access to
any system and enabling data orchestration across all
of them. actesy is a complete integration and data orchestration framework that connects and orchestrates data and systems independent of the data source
and underlying technology.
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In recent years, companies have been driving digital
transformation at an incredible pace - partly due to
the pandemic, but largely due to changing customer
expectations and market demands. For many of
them, process automation is one of the first game
changers. Companies that automate highly manual
processes quickly and visibly benefit from greater
efficiency and speed as well as a lower error rate and
workload. The use of artificial intelligence is considered an important tool for improving and modernizing solutions in process automation. Furthermore,
artificial intelligence is also increasingly used in data
processing, so that efficiency is greatly improved by
intelligent automatic processes.

